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1.1.

Their names are somewhat similar. If one Their names are somewhat similar. If one 
were to were to ““tweettweet”” the Ramayana, the actions the Ramayana, the actions 
of these two characters need special of these two characters need special 
mention. While X mention. While X ““createdcreated”” the crux of the the crux of the 
story, Y helped the story of story, Y helped the story of RamaRama taking taking 
shape. Y was also brave and helped her shape. Y was also brave and helped her 
husband in battle. Needless to say, X was husband in battle. Needless to say, X was 
a a demonessdemoness..

ID X and Y.ID X and Y.



X X –– KaikesiKaikesi (mother of (mother of RavanaRavana))

Y Y –– KaikeyiKaikeyi (one of (one of DasharathaDasharatha’’ss three three 

wives)wives)



2. What famous incident in Hindu mythology 2. What famous incident in Hindu mythology 

is depicted in this picture?is depicted in this picture?



Shiva protects Shiva protects MarkendeyaMarkendeya from from YamaYama



3.3.

OmOm namonamo narayanayahnarayanayah::

Lord Vishnu is depicted with 4 hands. Lord Vishnu is depicted with 4 hands. 

In one hand He has the powerful In one hand He has the powerful 

KaumodakiKaumodaki, and in another, he holds the , and in another, he holds the 

symbol of compassion symbol of compassion -- a lotus.a lotus.

What does he hold in the other two What does he hold in the other two 

hands?hands?



One holds the One holds the PanchajanyaPanchajanya and the other and the other 

-- thethe SudarsanaSudarsana chakrachakra



4. Simple one.4. Simple one.

RamaRama –– SitaSita

LaxmanaLaxmana –– UrmilaUrmila

BharataBharata –– XX

ShatarugnaShatarugna -- YY



X X –– MandaviMandavi

Y Y -- SrutakirtiSrutakirti



5.5.

Sage Sage MarkandeyaMarkandeya was perhaps the only human was perhaps the only human 
to witness the to witness the PralayaPralaya or the or the ““end of the worldend of the world””
and live to tell the world about it all. He felt sad, and live to tell the world about it all. He felt sad, 
lonely and depressed and went to Brahma to lonely and depressed and went to Brahma to 
ask him what would be the result. He had many ask him what would be the result. He had many 
questions for Brahma questions for Brahma ““What would happen to What would happen to 
humanityhumanity””, , ““what nextwhat next””..

The perplexed The perplexed MarkandeyaMarkandeya was greeted by a was greeted by a 
smiling Brahma. Then something happened. smiling Brahma. Then something happened. 
What iconic image of Hinduism is the subject of What iconic image of Hinduism is the subject of 
this story?this story?






